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Name:  _KEY_
please type or print your name

EE 102-01 Exam No. 2 (100pts. – 33% of the final grade)
Do not use back side.  Back side of this test will not be graded.  Attach more pages if necessary.

E: __ P: __ F: __
Problem 1 (10pts.)
Rewrite the following fragment of code into a complete while loop (but not forever-while loop) with break statement if

necessary.  Use the minimum possible number of instructions.  Make sure that your fragment of code does the same thing

that the code marked in bold.  Each correction, addition or deletion to correct or shorten your code costs two points.

... ...
double x, s=0.0; double x, s=0.0;
int N; int N;
cin >> N; cin >> N;
if (N>0) while ( N>0 )
  do { {
    cin >> x;   cin >> x;
    if (cin.fail()||x<0)   if (cin.fail()||x<0)
      break;     break;
    s+=x;   s+=x;
    N--;   N--;
    cin >> x;   cin >> x; // when N is odd we cannot shorten
    if (cin.fail()||x<0)   if (cin.fail()||x<0)
      break;     break;
    s+=x;   s+=x;
    N--;   N--;
  } while (N>0); }
.. ...
// forgetting to put the code twice or puting another loop inside costs 4 points
// each correction by addition deleting or change costs 2 points

Problem 2 (10pts.)
Write a function that accepts one single dimensional c-style array of integers and an unsigned integer variable that

holds the actual size of the used part of the array (both passed to the function when it is called).  The function should

count how many elements of the used part of the array are even (divisible by two).  Errors with data flow (cin/cout) in

the function will cost 50%.  Otherwise, each correction, addition or deletion to fix your code costs two points.  Hints: use a

loop to go through the sued part of the array and increase the count each time the stored value is even.

int CNT_EVEN ( int ARR[100], unsigned int size )
{
  int count;
  count=0;
  for (int i=0; i<size; i++)
    if (ARR[i]%2==0)
      count++;
  return(count);
}
// each correction by addition deleting or change costs 2 points
// using cin or cout costed 5 points on the top of other errors
// missing return, returning wrong var., bad comparison ==0/!=0 costs 2 points
// but using a double instead of int costs only 1 point
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Problem 3 (10pts.)
Produce the printout resulted from running of the following program.  Each mistake costs 1 point until 10 is reached.

#include <iostream>
using namespace std;
void F (int &a, int &b) {
    cout << "\t" << a << "\t" << b << endl;
    int c=b; b=a; a=c;
    cout << "\t" << a << "\t" << b << endl;
}
int G (int c, int &d) {
    cout << "\t" << c << "\t" << d << endl;
    F(c,d);
    cout << "\t" << c << "\t" << d << endl;
    return(c);
}
int main() {
  int a=1, b=2, c=3, d=4, e=5;
  e=G(a,b);
  cout<<"\t"<<a<<"\t"<<b<<"\t"<<c<<"\t"<<d<<"\t"<<e<<endl;
  return(0);
}
/* FILL IN THIS PRINTOUT WITH NUMBERS:
       _1_     _2_
       _1_     _2_
       _2_     _1_
       _2_     _1_
       _1_     _1_     _3_     _4_     _2_
*/
// each mistake costs 1 point until 10 erros reached

Problem 4 (10pts.)
Write the code for the function, which accepts three double precision floating-point coefficients a, b, c passed when

the function is called.  The function assumes that the coefficients are the coefficients of the second-degree polynomial

equation ax2+bx+c=0, and returns the number of solutions among real numbers.  (Review from the math class: use

d=b2-4ac and check whether d is positive - two solutions, zero - one solution, or negative - no solutions.)  Do not repeat

the same calculation twice.  Errors with data flow (cin/cout) in the function will cost 50%.  Otherwise, each correction,

addition or deletion to correct or shorten your code costs two points.  Hint: calculate d and then use selection statements.

int solution_count( double a, double b, double c )
{
  int sol=-1;
  double d=b*b-4*a*c;
  if (d>0)
    sol=2;
  else if (d==0)
         sol=1;
       else
         sol=0;
  return(sol);
}
// each correction by addition deleting or change costs 2 points
// using cin or cout costed 5 points on the top of other errors
// missing return, returning wrong var., extra if, bad comparison costs 2 points
// but using a double instead of int for “sol” costs only 1 point
// using int instead of double for “d” still costs 2 points
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Problem 5 (10pts.)
Remember the homework with printing “*” under the “the” or other word in a line of text?  Write a function that

accepts two strings (the line of text and the word to search for, passed when the function is called) and returns the

number how many times the word was found in the string.  Do not print the line or any “*”s.  (Hint: just count instead

of printing them.)  Must use string from the <string> library.  Errors with data flow (cin/cout) in the function will cost 50%.

Otherwise, each correction, addition or deletion to fix your code costs two points.  Hint: Modify your homework program.

int count_all_occurences( const string &line, const string &word )
{
  int count=0;
  int pos=0;
  for (;;) {
    pos=line.find(word, pos);
    if (pos==string::npos)
      break;
    pos++;
    count++;
  }
  return(count);
}
// each correction by addition deleting or change costs 2 points
// using cin or cout costed 5 points on the top of other errors
// missing return, returning wrong var., bad loop exit, bad pos use costs 2 points

 Problem 6 (10pts.)
Convert the following fragment of code from if-else-if-else statements into the switch-case statement that does the

same thing.  Each correction, addition or deletion to fix your code costs two points.

... ...
int x; int x;
cin >> x; cin >> x;
... ...
if (x==0) switch(x) {
cout <<”Sun”<<endl;   case 0 : cout << “Sun” << endl; break;
else if (x==1)   case 1 : cout << “Mon” << endl; break;
  cout <<”Mon”<<endl;   case 2 : cout << “Tue” << endl; break;
else if (x==2)   default: cout << “ERR” << endl;
  cout <<”Tue”<<endl; }
else
  cout <<”ERR”<<endl;
...
// each correction by addition deleting or change costs 2 points
// repetitve missing break costs only 4 points total

Problem 7 (10pts.)
Write a void function prototype for the function that is called FN_X.  The function accepts one string A called by

constant reference, two integers B and C passed by value, one unsigned short integer D passed by reference, one single

precision floating point number E passed by value and one character F passed by value.  The function returns

nothing.  Each correction, addition or deletion to fix your code costs one to two points.  Hint: check data types in CH2.

void FN_X (const string &A, int B, int C, unsigned short int &D, float E, char F);
// each correction of const/-, &/- or data type costs 2 points
// writing inside of the function or even only {...} costs 2 points
// points taken until 10 reached
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Problem 8 (10pts.)
Answer very briefly each of the following questions marked in bold.  Provide your answer next to the question.  Make

sure that you answer the specific question.  Each incorrect, missing or irrelevant answer costs two points until ten is reached.

Hint: make sure that you answer the question and not just comment what a particular instruction does.

#include <fstream>
#include <iostream>
#include <string>
using namespace std;
int main() {
    string fname;
    cout << "What is the name of the file with data? ";
    cin >> fname;
    ifstream IFS(fname.c_str());
    if (IFS.fail()) {
        cout<< "..." << endl; // 1. Why do we have to stop the program here?
        return(1);     // - because the user-specified file cannot be opened
    }

    int    cnt=0; // 2. What is cnt used for later on?
    double sel;   // - to tell if the loop proceed at least once – the best answer
    for (;;) {    // - for counting data items read correctly – good answer
        double x;
        IFS >> x;

        if (IFS.eof())// 3. What causes execution of this break statement?
        {             // - end of file was reached
            break;
        }
        if (IFS.fail())
        {
            cout << "..." << endl;
            break; // 4. Does end of file tirger this break? If not, what does?
        }          // - no, it did (3). This is trigered by malformed data
        if (cnt==0)
        {
            sel=x;  // 5. Why do we need to perform this when cnt equals zero?
        }   // - the sel variable must be initialized with the first loop pass
        else
        {
            if (x>sel)
                sel=x;
        }
        cnt++;
    }
    IFS.clear();
    IFS.close();

    if (cnt>0)
        cout << "The selection" << sel << endl;
// 6. What can you tell about the value of sel when the loop is exited?
//    Hint: relate to all values read
    else  // - we were searching for the maximum number among data
        cout << "..." << endl;
// 7. Under which circumstances we have undefined value of sel?
//    Hint: why sometimes cnt may equals zero
    return(0);      // - when no data is read
}
// each missing, incorrect or vague answer costed 2 poitns until 10 reached
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Problem 9 (20pts.)
Write the program that asks the user to enter three floating-point numbers from the keyboard and then calls a

function called IF_RIGHT_TRIANGLE.  The function accepts three floating-point numbers passed by value and

returns one integer number.  The function returns one if the sum of the squares of the first two numbers equals the

square of the third number, or zero otherwise.  The main program should test the value returned from the function

and print “These are legs of a right triangle” or “These are not the legs of a right triangle” depending whether the

returned value equals one or zero.  You can use Boolean and true/false instead of integers if you like.  Hint: look at

almost any of the homework assignments that asked for a function and a driver program to test it.  Functions that return

information true/false are the best examples to look at.

#include <iostream>
using namespace std;

int IF_RIGHT_TRIANGLE(double a, double b, double c);

int main() {
    double x, y, z;
    cout << "Please enter the three legs of the triangle";
    cin >> x >> y >> z;

    if ( IF_RIGHT_TRIANGLE(x, y, z) == 1 )
//      or instead of the line above simply
//  if ( IF_RIGHT_TRIANGLE(x, y, z) )
//      or the most general (but the solutiuon above is good enough for this exam)
//  if ( IF_R_T(x,y,z)|| IF_R_T(y,z, x)|| IF_R_T(z,x,y) )
        cout << "These are legs of a right triangle" << endl;
    else
        cout << "These are not the legs of a right triangle" << endl;

    return(0);
}

int IF_RIGHT_TRIANGLE(double a, double b, double c) {
    if (a*a+b*b==c*c) return(1);
    else return(0);
//      or instead of the two lines above simply
//  return(a*a+b*b==c*c);
}

// 3 points for a missing component
// 2 points for a serious flaw with a component
// 1 point for a smaller error (bigger then missing ;) until 3 per component
//
// The components are:
// 1. Include appropriate libraries
// 2. Function prototype defined correctly (skipped if function declared abovemain)
// 3. Void/int main(), {} block and return variable agreement with ___main()
// 4. Declare and input variables
// 5. Call the function
// 6. Receiving data from the function and printing the program reply to the user
// 7. Defining the function (parameters, return data type, {} block)
// 8. The code inside the function


